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                  This is a troubled world. Over the years there have been many conflicts, either 
between nations or between groups within nations. Some involved shooting, some were quiet-for 
the time being. There have been many conflicts between nations and borders. But even though 
our world are in troubled it is simply the best resolve through the word “World Peace”, means is 
an ideal of freedom, peace, and happiness among and with all nations and or peoples. World 
peace is a non-violence by which nations willingly cooperate, either voluntary or by virtue of a 
governance that prevent warfare. Although the term is sometimes use to refer to cessation of all 
hostility among all individuals. World peace commonly refers to a permanent end to global and 
regional wars with future conflicts resolve through non-violent means. It is amazing and have a 
smile in our hearts if all of us in this world are in a peaceful situation in which it can just site an 
example if a one person is having a peaceful mind, he or she can feel the relaxation, laughter, 
most specially being free or independence in life. We all know that in our generations as of now, 
are country had encountered a troubles in some other country. Likewise, to all the nations also 
experiencing problems. 
 
                For me, even though our country have made a mistake to the other nations, the 
simplicity of it to resolved is to have a peace talk of both country and must face or having a 
particular Open communication of both Government then accept the consequences of it. In this 
manner our country can be prevent from warfare and resolve programs of both nations through 
non-violence means. Peace should put in our mind. The question is how can you attain a world 
peace? World peace, the world itself is pleasant to hear but it is difficult to attain. Why some 
people shout the word “WORLD PEACE” if they don’t know what is the real meaning of peace. 
 
               World peace can be attaining through humanitarian mission, it may be in the form of 
setting aside differences among co-existent. There could be no peace on earth without love 
among tribes in nation as a whole, to increase understanding among people’s faith, regardless of 
national or racial differences, helping one another by expanding humanitarian mission among 
others. Let us set aside prejudice among ourselves, regardless of religions affiliations and filled 
our hearts of loving our fellow human beings by means of sympathizing ones fate and 
emancipating then from bandage of poverty through giving more aids such as subsidizing a huge 
economic solutions, like evading from war and conflict and we shall respect one another and 
engross more in religious activity and believing in “GODS MERCY” as the supreme source of 
all kinds of blessings. 
 
 


